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New Vokey Design SM6 Wedges: Tour Player Reaction
JIMMY WALKER (SM6 48.08 F, 54.08 M, 60.04 L)
“With the new SM6 wedges I’m able to be more precise. I’ve got a lot better distance control
into the green. Being able to hit your number consistently and having the reliability in your
wedge is big. Distance control is everything the closer you get.”
“I’m always excited to get anything new from Bob, because I enjoy the fact that Bob gets out
and talks to us on the golf course at tournaments. He comes out quite frequently and really
likes to hear the feedback. And with his right-hand man, Aaron Dill, who’s out here every week,
they both are really in there, hands on, trying to put the best product in our hands that they
can.”
JORDAN SPIETH (SM6 46.08 F, 52.08 F, 56.10 S, 60.04 L)
“With the higher CG on my 60 degree SM6, I can miss a shot out of the rough and it’s still
going to go around the same distance. That’s important, because with certain lies it’s tough to
know what the ball’s going to do. You’re just not always going to hit it on the center of the face.
To be able to have that inconsistency on your first strike but still see the consistency in the ball
control, that’s something that’s going to be an advantage over anybody else we’re playing
against.”
ADAM SCOTT (SM6 48.08 F, 54.10 S, 60.06 K)
“Feel is such a huge factor in wedge play. It’s one of the big reasons why Vokey wedges are so
popular. With the new SM6, and the way they have moved the CG around so that you get more
feel off the wedge face itself, it’s just another bonus for me.”
“It’s been really an honor to know a man like Bob Vokey. I knew of him long before he knew of
me, when it was just such a privilege to even see a Vokey wedge in Australia as a kid. Then
when I got to the tour I got to spend a lot of time with Bob at events or going out to California.
I’ve watched him be so passionate about grinding a wedge. It’s like an artist doing their thing. I
know how much passion and commitment has gone into a Vokey wedge. It’s inspiring for me
to go out and play the way I feel passionate about golf. I feel like it’s a great team.”
BILL HAAS (SM6 54.10 S, 60.10 S)
“There’s nothing we love more than hitting a full lob wedge from 85 to 100 yards, flighting it low
but taking one hop and spinning. With SM6 and the weight configuration on the back of the
club, it’s going to help flight the ball down so you can control your trajectory and hit that shot
more often.”
JASON DUFNER (SM6 52.12 F, 56.14 F, 60.12 K)
“The new SM6 wedges allow me to get more spin and control than ever before – and spin is
huge out here on the PGA Tour. We are getting firmer and faster conditions especially in the
bigger events. You need to have spin. Bob and his team have done a great job to find a way to
pick up the 200 or 300 RPMs, which could be the difference in your ball being inside the 5 feet,
or maybe catching a ridge and rolling back 10 feet. That’s the type of dedication that we need
out here because all of those little things make a big difference.

